for Elite 3E
Leverage Your Existing 3E Data in New Ways

How it Works

Elite 3E comes with a rich reporting asset few firms take full
advantage of. The 3E “BillSum” table is a built-in data
warehouse of key billing cycle values aggregated by matter,
timekeeper and period. Unlike expensive third party business
intelligence (BI) products that are static and updated nightly at
best, BilllSum is refreshed nearly “real-time” and not limited to
pre-loaded data. To take advantage of BillSum for analytics
and reporting requires query and data visualization creation
capabilities.

Relevant BillSum fields are mapped to a glossary maintained
in DP3E’s virtual data warehouse and then transformed on
demand into meaningful time aggregates, series and filters
with DP’s intuitive web workflow. DP only stores rules about
how to process data, not your data, saving significant IT time
and enabling users to quickly create new analytic content.

Screenshot of DP3E Timekeeper Dashboard

Users produce advanced data visualizations in short order by
selecting a chart template from the library, linking in elements
from the virtual warehouse and configuring the chart’s dynamic
settings. DP generates the chart’s presentation and optimized
query code with a web service URL to identify it. Invoking the
URLs, which are usually embedded in web pages, causes the
code to be retrieved and executed on the BillSum table.

What is Decision Pace for 3E (DP3E)?

Best Practices Built In

Decision Pace (DP) is a data analytics development platform
facilitating rapid creation of sophisticated interactive charts
directly from existing data sources. DP3E directly integrates
BillSum with DP’s intuitive web interface for transforming the
detailed data into best practice KPIs and charts. It autogenerates the query and presentation code that otherwise is
custom developed. DP3E delivers immediate results upon
installation with 100 prebuilt data visualizations embedded in
dashboards for both management and attorneys. It can then
be utilized to create new analytic deliverables reaching new
user audiences available from any device. 3 simple steps:

Analytic Content – the following best practice permutations of
views, dimensions and KPIs are visualized through evolved,
graphical and exception-based charts, reports and drill-ins.

Install – leverage your existing 3E server to install DP3E’s
software and prebuilt content in about an hour.
Review – look at your data visualized in new intuitive ways by
navigating through DP3E’s collection of advanced dashboards.
Enhance – most firms will retain a significant amount of the
pre-built content so they can focus on minor enhancements to
make it their own. Updates are produced in days, not months
with typical BI.
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Views
Firm
Practice
Office
Partner
Timekeeper
Client
Matter

Dimensions
Rolling Periods (R12, R3)
Time Series (mnths, weeks, days)
YTD, MTD, QTD, Prior Year
Baseline to Trend
Budget to Actual
Point in Time
Rate of Change

KPIs
Billing Cycle Stats
Rate, Bill, Collect Realizations
Utilizations
Margins
Aging and Days Out
Leverage
Profit

“Open” Charting Framework – leading open source chart
libraries (D3, Google and DataTables) and customizable
HTML5 templates are integrated for maximum flexibility.
Security – network security is inherited by DP making it
seamless to lock down visualizations by role or individual.
Performance – DP generated optimized chart queries can be
executed real-time or on a scheduled basis that caches results.
Hybrid Cloud Architecture – DP is provisioned in the cloud
while your 3E data never leaves your secure network.
a demo or more information

